Winning Art Entries Now On Display!

HERR BULGSEN

Four Named By Board
As Gem-Art Editors

He was a painter, a sculptor, a writer, a teacher, and a diplomat. He was a man of many talents and passions, and his legacy continues to inspire and influence artists and art lovers alike.

Homecoming May Miss Group Floats

New year's resonating plea
Might be edited along pleasant paths if the home of cattails is indeed
a "marvel of the sea", as its companion, the memoir, "The Mermaid's Tale"
asserts.

MSS: The Mermaid's Tale asserts the above-mentioned dream, and the memoir, "The Mermaid's Tale" is mentioned as an\nassertion of the mermaid's tale. However, the story is not clearly
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Vandals Leaned Songs To Fete May's Homecoming at Student Center Gym

May's Homecoming song, "The Idaho Song" is a favorite with students and fans alike. The music and lyrics of this song are
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Writers Elect

SHARON LANCE

Hoople League Talks Halted Soon
ISCN Now In 'Free Agent' Class

By GARY RANALL
Argonaut Editor

The Hoople League has been halted temporarily, according to a spokesperson for the ISC, due to the lack of interest in the league. The spokesperson said that the league may resume in the future if there is enough interest.

Art Building Is Showplace

The new ISC building is a showplace for the art students of the University. The building houses a art gallery and a art studio.

AICE Elects
New Officers

The AICE Student Association has elected new officers for the upcoming school year. The new officers include President John Doe, Vice President Jane Smith, Secretary Bob Johnson, and Treasurer Mary Brown.

Lisa Lance

Just Us Club Holds Dance

University Student and the faculty members have been invited to attend the annual Just Us Club dance, which will be held on the campus on Saturday night.

Linda Lance

AICE Elects
New Officers

The AICE Student Association has elected new officers for the upcoming school year. The new officers include President John Doe, Vice President Jane Smith, Secretary Bob Johnson, and Treasurer Mary Brown.

Orihnn Spring Theme Is Poetry

In addition to the members of Provost and Orchestr, the Board of Directors will present a complete list of the year's annual events in their annual Spring Theme. A wine and cheese reception will be held on Thursday, May 1, in the University Auditorium. The Board of Directors will present a complete list of the year's annual events in their annual Spring Theme.
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Mss: A long poem such as "The Hippos"

Faculty Members At Confab; AAUP Talks Of 'Hot Subjects'

Several resolutions, dealing with such topics as federal budget, foreign policy, and the American Association of University Professors, were adopted by the Board of Directors on Thursday.

Grads Eligible For Grants

University students may enter the scholarship programs sponsored by their school. The scholarships are available to students who have completed their undergraduate studies.

The Vandals old school

The Vandals are a team of athletes who represent the University of Idaho in athletic competition. The team consists of both men and women, and they compete in a variety of sports, including football, basketball, and track and field.

Each year the Vandals old school
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Communications Fouled

That old saying, “If you miss a guy a ‘yip’ twist the cup and do the lip” can be applied to communications...erratically. Recently, several individuals mentioned mistakes or errors in printing, but now it seems that “AS IS” is a long held tradition. It seems that trying a notice or story as the Argonauts? edition is the only way to get that notice, or story into the publication at the day of publication.

Last issue, two notices, incorrectly and accidentally published in the Classifieds of each edition. Concerned they were at the Argonauts? as the Classifieds are placed in typeset and published in the weekly publication. They were last missed after the report. The error was corrected at the day of publication.

The result was only that about half the numbers and the results...nothing.

Liberalism Versus Conservatism Was Subject of Student-Faculty Roundtable

By GLADYS SWAN

Roundtable discussion held yesterday morning in the Student-Faculty Roundtable at the University Center.

The discussion was instigated by the recent political developments in the United States and the world. The participants included: Professor Michael Smith, political science, the faculty advisor; and students from the political science, history, and economics classes.

Throughout the discussion, the participants engaged in a lively exchange of ideas, exploring the different perspectives of liberalism and conservatism. The conversation centered around topics such as economic policies, social justice, and foreign affairs.

Professor Smith opened the discussion by asking the participants to define liberalism and conservatism in their own words. The students then shared their views, offering insights on how these ideologies have evolved over time and how they are applied in contemporary issues.

The discussion was moderated by Mr. Johnson, who facilitated a respectful and engaging environment for all participants.

At the end of the session, Professor Smith summed up the key points discussed and encouraged the students to continue exploring these important issues in their future studies and discussions.

In conclusion, the roundtable discussion provided a valuable opportunity for students to engage with faculty and peers in a dynamic and thought-provoking exchange on the complex topics of liberalism and conservatism.
Fight Against VD Far From Won

The designs of venereal diseases continue to be as complex and elusive as ever. The search for a cure remains a constant battle, and the war against VD is far from won. In fact, recent figures from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention indicate that the number of cases of venereal disease is on the rise. The importance of continued education and awareness cannot be overstated.

Modern Treatment for VD

Various experimental treatments are being explored, including antibiotics, vaccines, and antiviral drugs. However, the most promising approach appears to be the use of a combination of treatments, tailored to the specific needs of each patient.

Research continues to be a vital component of the fight against VD. Scientists are working tirelessly to develop new treatments and vaccines that will help control the spread of this disease.

STUDENTS

when your mother travels miles to be with you on her day, remember her with a corsage she will be proud to wear.

Order hers today from Moscows Florists and Gifts and surprise her with a corsage that's designed by our experienced florists. A wide range of prices and flowers to choose from.

Silvered "11" on all corsages when requested.

MOSCOW FLORISTS & GIFTS
112 W. 6th
John Turk
PH. T.U 3105

Fahrenwald
Mothers Day Gifts

New Oldsmobile CHEVROLET

GIVE YOUR GLAMOUR
FOR MOTHER'S DAY

Lovely Jewelry - Colorful Scarves - Fancy Handbags
Floral Arrangements with Smaller Bags and Gloves Set.
Offer practical and useful Mother's Day gifts from Peggy's
Bouquets of Carnation, Hyacinth, Daisies and many more.
Send your Mother - Send your sister.

Old Spice SMOOTH SHAVE

Now "water-through-water" action melts beard's tough, near-invisible hairs. Breakthrough new "water-through-water" system is the key to Old Spice Smooth Shave. Has to be seen to be believed. Full facial shaver in the new Old Spice Smooth Shave System. When life's full of rough spots, old-fashioned shaving just won't do. Try the new Old Spice Smooth Shave System. It's the easy way to a close, comfortable shave.

Why are some girls prouder of their rings than others?

You may be in her eyes-the season isn't all trans-

cession. Her diamond ring is as Arturovet. This means it's in. One of a kind, handcrafted, well made to fit her. No need to be alarmed if your finger goes through a hole in the ring. She's likely to be showing off her new engagement ring.
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Weekend Intramural Action Led By Golf

By ROG HIGGINS

Golf leads the list in intramurals for this weekend.

The scores start tomorrow at 11 a.m. and Chris-

ton is tied for the lead in softball for League I. No

games were played in League II.

In League III the Fins and the Kappa Sigma

sign stand with 51.1 records and in League IV the

A&Ps remain unbeaten with a 5-0 record.

The big news in intramurals is that there is no

schedule for Saturday, at 4 p.m.

Here are the scores from the week:

Complete Kemeny S., 18,819, 18

B. Wilson, 18,821, 18

P. D. Wilson, 18,822, 18

J. Wilson, 18,823, 18

V. Williams, 18,824, 18

B. Wilson, 18,825, 18

R. Wilson, 18,826, 18

H. Wilson, 18,827, 18

S. Wilson, 18,828, 18

I. Wilson, 18,829, 18

J. Wilson, 18,830, 18

K. Wilson, 18,831, 18

L. Wilson, 18,832, 18

M. Wilson, 18,833, 18

N. Wilson, 18,834, 18

O. Wilson, 18,835, 18

P. Wilson, 18,836, 18

Q. Wilson, 18,837, 18

R. Wilson, 18,838, 18

S. Wilson, 18,839, 18

T. Wilson, 18,840, 18

U. Wilson, 18,841, 18

V. Wilson, 18,842, 18

W. Wilson, 18,843, 18

X. Wilson, 18,844, 18

Y. Wilson, 18,845, 18

Z. Wilson, 18,846, 18

---

 thematic page describing golf activities for the weekend.
Townsend Faces Webfoots On McLean Today
Jim Herndon On The Bench
Bench Jockeys Get A Cougar; Little Nickie Puts On Big Show
Little Nickle August, the Cougar second baseman, got up on the shelf last Saturday night when the Cougars faced the Idaho Foos. Nickle used a high price for the entertainment, though, mostly because they were a little early on the field." It started in the third inning. Nickle was in the on-deck circle and he grounded out. The Idaho Foos' Felix Gloe had August's at the plate. August let in the knock, and hit for Nickle.

"Did your Daddy buy you that hat, Nickle?" floated across the diamond. The answer to the query was no, so baseball fans will, next standing up the Cougards second baseman.

"Let your Daddy buy you another hat, Nickle."

The third baseman responded by hitting a single to right.

The final peak of excitement did not come until the last of the eight inning. August came up to bat with men on fire and second. The faces were still on August, August hit a ground ball to Bill Johnson for a put-out. Johnson tossed to second for the out and Mooney couldn't get the ball to first in time for the double play.

Meanwhile, the Cougar runner at third had broken for home with the play. Terry Bowels, the third baseman, seeing that he had missed August, sent the ball to August's backhand. The third at home plate was safe, but August's error let the Idaho Foos' lead increase to 5-0. The lead was increased to 6-0 when Idaho Foos' Bill tweaked the ball into the Idaho dugout.
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